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2 Remo RuÆni: The Dyadosphere of Black Holes and Gamma-Ray Bursts
these processes are relevant over the very long time scales
characteristic of the accretion processes.
In the present case of the Gamma Rays Bursts a
prompt mechanism, on time scales shorter then a second,
for depositing the entire energy in the reball at the mo-
ment of the triggering process of the burst, appears to be
at work. For this reason we are here considering a more
detailed study of the vacuum polarization processes a' la
Heisenberg-Euler-Schwinger (Heisenberg W. & Euler H.
1931, Schwinger J. 1951) around a Kerr-Newman Black
Hole rst introduced by Damour and RuÆni (Damour T.
and RuÆni R., 1975). The fundamental points of this pro-
cess can be simply summarized:
{ They occur in an extended region arround the Black
Hole, the Dyadosphere, extending from the horizon ra-
dius r
+
to the Dyadosphere radius r
ds
see (Preparata,
RuÆni & Xue 1998a,b). Only Black Holes with a mass
larger than the upper limit of a neutron star and up to




can have a Dyadosphere,
see (Preparata, RuÆni & Xue 1998a,b) for details.
{ The eÆciency of transforming the mass-energy of
Black Hole into particle-antiparticle pairs outside the
horizon can approach 100%, for Black Holes in the
above mass range see (Preparata, RuÆni & Xue
1998a,b) for details.
{ The pair created are mainly positron-electron pairs
and their number is much larger than the quantity
Q=e one would have naively expected on the ground










), where m is the electron mass.
The energy of the pairs and consequently the emission
of the associated electromagnetic radiation peaks in
the X-gamma rays region, as a function of the Black
Hole mass.
I recall some of the results on the Dyadosphere. We
consider the collapse to almost general Black Hole en-
dowed with an electromagnetic eld (EMBH). Follow-
ing Preparata, RuÆni & Xue (1998a,b), for simplic-
ity we consider the case of a non rotating Reissner-
Nordstrom EMBH to illustrate the basic gravitational-
electrodynamical process. The number density of pairs




























































Due to the very large pair density and to the sizes of the
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 + , the system



























where k is Boltzmann's constant. The discussions on the
relativistic expansion of the Dyadosphere are presented in
a separated paper (see e.g. RuÆni, Salmonson, Wilson &
Xue 1999 in this proceeding).
Before concluding I would like to return to the sugges-
tion, advanced by Damour and RuÆni, that a discharged
EMBH can be still extremely interesting from an ener-
getic point of view and responsible for the acceleration of
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. I would like just to formalize
this point with a few equations: It is clear that no matter
what the initial conditions leading to the formation of the
EMBH are, the nal outcome after the tremendous expul-
sion of the PEM pulse will be precisely a Kerr Newman
solution with a critical value of the charge. If the Back-
ground metric has a Killing Vector, the scalar product of








is a constant along the trajectory of any charged gravitat-
ing particle following the relativistic equation of motion in
the background metric and electromagnetic eld (Jantzen
and RuÆni 1999). Consequently an electron (positron)
starting at rest in the Dyadosphere will reach innity
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